Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd
Tax Invoice ABN: 45 004 189 708

Claremont
Store: 0299
Open Monday - Friday 8:00am to 9:00pm
Open Saturday 8:00am to 5:00pm
Open Sunday 11am to 5pm

Your store manager is: Clint

Phone: (08) 9286 7600  Receipt: 2671
Date: 09-Sep-2014  Time: 16:22
Reg 5  Served By: Rebecca - 317

$SCHWEPPES SOFT DRINK 24PACK 18.99
$PEPSI/SCHWEPPES SOFT 24PACK 18.99
$PEPSI SCHWEPPES 24PK 2FOR$26 -11.98
$COLES DAIRY DIP: AVCC 200GRAM 10.00
Quantity: 4 @ $2.50 each
$COLES DIPS 2 FOR $4 -2.00
$BLACK SNAN DAIRY DIP 200GRAM 23.70
Quantity: 6 @ $3.95 each
$BLACK SNAN DIP 200G 2FOR$6 -5.70
$DORITOS CORN CHIPS 175GRAM 15.95
Quantity: 5 @ $3.19 each
$DORITOS CORN CHIPS 175GRAM 15.95
Quantity: 5 @ $3.19 each
$CHIPS BELVITA MARS CHOC 2FOR$5 -6.90
$CONSR COOKIES 4PK 455ML 6.00
$MSTREETS MAGNUM 4PK 468ML 6.00
$MSTREETS MAGNUM 4PK 468ML 6.00
$XPERTS CONNOISSEUR 455ML 6.00
$WITARUH HONEYCOMB CR 4PACK 6.00
$XON THE MENU VEG LAS 250GRAM 6.00
Quantity: 2 @ $3.00 each
$XPERTS MAXIBON 4PK 320ML 5.00
$WROCKSTAR ENERGY DRIN 4PACK 7.00
$XPARADISE COTTAGE (ED 220GRAM 4.00
Quantity: 2 @ $2.00 each
$XPARADISE COTTAGE (ED 250GRAM 8.00
Quantity: 4 @ $2.00 each
$WCCA COCA COLA SOFT D 24PACK 32.00
Quantity: 2 @ $16.00 each
$COLES SPRING WATER 24PACK 8.00
$XPAERMPATE KILOMETRIC 10PACK 13.50
Quantity: 3 @ $4.50 each
$XPAERMPATE PACER 300 2PACK 12.00
Quantity: 4 @ $3.00 each
$XPAERMPATE S220022G 2PACK 3.00
$TRU BLUE DAIRY BREAD 320GRAM 3.00
$XARNOTT S BUTTERNUT SN 250GRAM 4.00
Quantity: 2 @ $2.00 each
$XARNOTT SBBERRY SHORT 250GRAM 4.00
Quantity: 2 @ $2.00 each
$XARNOTT S KINJSTON 200 200GRAM 8.00
Quantity: 4 @ $2.00 each
$XARNOTT S MONTICALARO 2 250GRAM 2.00
$DORITOS SALSA HOT 300GRAM 2.35
$XKIRKS GINGER BEER 10PACK 8.69
$XSWHEPPES RASPBERRY 15PACK 5.82

Total for 61 items $244.36

EFTPOS $244.36

GST INCLUDED IN TOTAL $19.64

Total Savings $75.67